With advanced understanding of molecular background and correlation with therapeutic outcomes, the revised 4th edition of World Health Organization (WHO) classification of central nervous system (CNS) tumors incorporated molecular information into the definition of diffuse gliomas. Indeed, oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma are now defined by molecular signature, with diagnosis of glioblastoma being made by histology. In parallel, numerous clinical trials are underway all over the world, and important findings are being produced every year that have an impact on patient outcomes. Moreover, novel therapies/technologies are also being actively developed; however, there are still many CNS tumors for which no effective therapy has been established except radiotherapy. In this article, the authors review the recent results of major clinical trials and present their treatment recommendations for patients with adult, supratentorial diffuse gliomas of grades II and III stratified according to the new WHO classification.
Introduction
after histology-based classification for nearly a century, World Health organization (WHo) classification of tumors of the central nervous system (CNS) has incorporated molecular parameters into the revised 4th edition. 1, 2) Gliomas are a prime example of tumors whose classification is now primarily based on genotype. These drastic changes entail new challenges with respect to testing and reporting; several molecular analyses required for classification are currently unavailable in many institutes/hospitals in Japan as well as in other countries, and some tumors may not fit into any of the diagnostic categories. From the therapeutic point of view, however, because the new classification seeks to define disease entities as narrowly and objectively as possible in order to establish highly biologically uniform groups, 3) the integrated diagnosis incorporating important prognostic markers is more straight forward for therapeutic decision making, with decrease in clinical confusion due to biological heterogeneity in a histology-based entity. indeed, the new classification separates astrocytoma and oligodendroglioma solely based on the presence or absence of 1p/19q codeletion. These diffuse gliomas are sharply separated from astrocytomas with circumscribed growth pattern such as pilocytic astrocytomas and pleomorphic xanthoastrocytomas more upstream of the family tree. 1) in this article, we review recent results of major clinical trials for adult, supratentorial diffuse gliomas of grades ii and iii and present our treatment recommendation based on these evidences stratified according to the new WHo classification. our current practice of routine molecular tests is also presented.
Summary of Key Clinical Trials for Adult
Gliomas of Grades II and III Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) 9802 (Grade II) in this study, adult patients with supratentorial grade ii gliomas without prior radiotherapy (RT) or chemotherapy were dichotomized into two risk groups; patients less than 40-years old (y/o) who had a neurosurgeon-determined gross total resection (GTR) were deemed to have a favorable risk, and patients ≥ 40 with any degree of resection or those < 40 who had undergone less than a GTR were deemed to have an unfavorable risk. Patients with favorable risk were only observed postoperatively (phase ii), and patients with unfavorable risk were randomly assigned to RT (54 Gy/30 fractions (fr)) alone or RT followed by 6 courses of PCV (procarbazine, CCNU = lomustine, vincristine) chemotherapy (phase iii).
in the phase ii trial for favorable risk patients, 4) the overall survival (oS) rates at 2 and 5 years were 99% and 93%, respectively; however, the progressionfree survival (PFS) rates at 2 and 5 years were 82% and 48%, respectively. The criteria of GTR was based on operative reports, and the PFS rate at 5 years was 67% (estimated from Fig. 2 of reference 4) in patients with < 1 cm residual disease, versus 30% in patients with ≥ 1 cm residual disease. Preoperative tumor diameter ≥ 4 cm, astrocytoma/oligoastrocytoma histology, and post-operative residual tumor ≥ 1 cm were associated with poorer PFS. The investigators suggested that the most favorable subset of patients with grade ii gliomas (< 1 cm residual tumor, tumor diameter < 4 cm, and oligodendroglioma histology) might be observed postoperatively, while all other patients became reasonable candidates for adjuvant treatment to reduce the risk of tumor progression. in the analyses of the phase iii trial for unfavorable risk patients with long-term follow-up (median follow-up of the alive patients: 11.9 y), 5,6) both PFS and oS were significantly improved by the addition of PCV in a whole cohort ( Table 1 ). The histological subtypes of the patients enrolled in the study were astrocytoma in 23%, oligodendroglioma in 45%, and mixed oligoastrocytoma in 32%. RT + PCV was superior in all histological subtypes, although the difference did not reach significance among patients with astrocytoma (PFS HR 0.58, P = 0.06; oS HR 0.73, P = 0.31). Moreover, in patients with tumoral IDH1 R132H mutation, both PFS and oS were improved by the addition of PCV (PFS HR 0.32, P < 0.001; oS HR 0.42, P = 0.02). Treatment effect was not evaluable in patients without IDH1 mutation. although no survival analyses was provided according to 1p/19q status, this study showed that the great majority of patients with grade ii gliomas benefit from the addition of PCV chemotherapy to RT, and the treatment effect appeared largest in patients with oligodendroglioma histology. The survival curves began to separate after 2 to 4 years, suggesting a delayed benefit of chemotherapy.
European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) 22033-26033 (Grade II)
This is a phase iii intergroup trial comparing RT (50.4 Gy/28 fr) alone versus dose-intense temozolomide (TMZ) monotherapy (75 mg/m 2 , 21/28 days schedule) in adults with supratentorial grade ii glioma with at least one high-risk factor (age > 40 years, radiological progressive disease, tumor size > 5 cm, tumor crossing the midline, neurological symptoms).
7)
With the median follow-up of 48 months, there was no significant difference in PFS (primary endpoint) between the 2 treatment arms ( This study demonstrated that the idH and 1p/19q-based molecular subgrouping in grade ii gliomas indeed correlates with patients' outcomes in a prospectively and uniformly treated cohort for the first time, which is consistent with previous datasets of lower grade gliomas.
9,10) although mature results for oS after long-term follow-up is awaited, the current dataset of this study suggests that initial radiotherapy is superior to upfront chemotherapy in idHmt/con-codeleted grade ii glioma (namely, diffuse astrocytoma, IDH-mutant in the new classification).
NOA-04 (Grade III)
in this phase iii trial conducted in Germany, adult patients with WHo grade iii gliomas were randomly assigned 2:1:1 to receive RT or PCV or TMZ.
11) at disease progression, patients in the RT arm were treated with PCV or TMZ (1:1 random assignment), whereas patients in PCV or TMZ arm received RT. The primary endpoint was the time to treatment failure (TTF, treatment failure = progression after RT and one chemotherapy). There was no significant difference in either TTF or PFS between RT and chemotherapy arms in the entire cohort (Table 1) . Moreover, neither TTF nor PFS differed between treatments within any of the three histologic groups (anaplastic astrocytoma, anaplastic oligoastrocytoma, anaplastic oligodendroglioma). Therefore, the treatment sequence (chemotherapy first then radiotherapy at progression, or vice versa) did not affect the prognoses of the patients with grade iii glioma regardless of histological subtype. There was no difference in PFS between patients treated with PCV versus TMZ. Surprisingly, promoter methylation of the O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase m: months, moS: median overall survival, mPFS: median progression-free survival, mTTF: median time to treatment failure, PCV: procarbazine, CCNU = lomustine, vincristine, RT: radiotherapy, TMZ: temozolomide.
(MGMT) gene was associated with better PFS not only in chemotherapy arms but also in RT arm.
EORTC 26951, RTOG 9402 (Grade III)
in the 1990s, 2 phase iii studies had been conducted in adult patients with newly diagnosed, supratentorial anaplastic oligodendrogliomas/oligoastrocytomas; one in Europe (EoRTC) and the other in North america (RToG).
12,13) The EoRTC study compared RT (59.4 Gy/33 fr) alone versus RT followed by 6 courses of PCV, and the RToG study compared RT (59.4 Gy/33 fr) alone versus RT following 4 courses of intensified PCV. in both studies, the initial reports (median follow-up: EoRTC 60 m, RToG 5.1 y) suggested improvement of PFS but not oS by the addition of PCV for the entire cohort; patients with 1p/19q codeleted tumors showed significantly better outcomes (PFS/oS) than those with non-codeleted tumors regardless of treatment arms. although PFS was improved by the addition of PCV in patients with codeleted tumors (but no or minimal improvement in those with non-codeleted tumors) ( Table 1) , this benefit disappeared in oS likely due to the efficacy of crossover chemotherapy at the time of progression. Therefore, at the time of the initial report, the results of the 2 studies were interpreted as chemotherapy being effective to improve PFS of patients with codeleted grade iii gliomas, and timing of chemotherapy not being relevant to oS.
With long-term follow-up (median follow-up: EoRTC 140 m, RToG 11.3 y), 14, 15) both PFS and oS were improved by the addition of PCV for the entire cohort in the EoRTC trial, and PFS only was significantly improved in the RToG study (Table 1) . Most importantly, in both trials, not only PFS but also oS of patients with codeleted gliomas was significantly improved by the addition of PCV (Table 1 ). in contrast, there was no significant difference between treatment arms in oS of patients with non-codeleted gliomas.
These trials suggested that outcomes (PFS/oS) in patients with codeleted grade iii gliomas are much better than in those without codeletion regardless of treatment, and that the initial combined chemoradiotherapy is far more effective for codeleted grade iii gliomas than sequential treatment, with RT first and chemotherapy at progression. it is interesting that, similar to the results of the RToG 9802 study in grade ii gliomas, the survival curves for patients with codeleted gliomas began to diverge 5-6 years after randomization, again suggesting delayed benefit of chemotherapy.
The RToG group later analyzed whether IDH mutation status was associated with benefit of PCV within the trial cohort. 16) as a result, not only patients with codeleted, mutated tumors but also those with non-codeleted, mutated tumors lived longer after PCV + RT than RT alone, suggesting that idH mutations may also be predictive for benefit from chemotherapy (codeleted mutated tumor: PCV + RT 14.7 y vs RT 6.8 y, HR 0.49, P = 0.01; noncodeleted mutated tumor: PCV + RT 5.5 y vs RT 3.3 y, HR 0.56, P < 0.05). However, the analyses within the EoRTC study cohort did not show evidence of a predictive value of IDH mutations.
17)

CATNON (Grade III)
This is an intergroup phase iii trial in adult patients with newly diagnosed grade iii gliomas lacking 1p/19q codeletion. The patients were randomized to RT alone, RT with concurrent daily TMZ, RT followed by adjuvant TMZ (5/28-day schedule, 12 courses), and RT with both concurrent and adjuvant TMZ (Stupp regimen). The results of the first interim analysis after 219 events showed that adjuvant TMZ and MGMT methylation were significantly associated with improved oS in the multivariate analysis (adjuvant TMZ: HR 0.645, P = 0.0014; MGMT methylation: HR 0.49, P = 0.0031).
18)
Treatment Recommendations for Adult Gliomas of Grades II and III According to the New WHO Classification
Treatment recommendations according to the revised WHo classification are provided based on the above evidence with our perspectives 19) (Table 2 ).
Post-operative observation for grade II gliomas
EoRTC 22845 was the only randomized study in low-grade glioma (grade ii) comparing early treatment versus post-operative observation, and demonstrated that early RT improved PFS by about 2 years, but did not affect oS. 20) Therefore, the timing of treatment intervention does not appear to affect oS in patients with grade ii gliomas, and the post-operative adjuvant treatment could be deferred as long as the patient is in good condition and carefully monitored.
However, it should be noted that, as suggested by the phase ii study of post-operative observation for favorable risk patients with grade ii gliomas (RToG 9802), more than half of the patients with neurosurgeon-determined GTR might suffer from tumor progression within 5 years after resection if no adjuvant treatment is prescribed.
4) Therefore, clinicians should bear in mind the optimal timing of treatment if a wait-and-see policy is employed. For example, if the initial resection is insufficient, a radical second resection should be intended when progression is suggested radiologically, and adjuvant treatment may be considered after the second resection, namely, at the time when the residual tumor volume is the least.
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Oligodendroglioma, IDH-mutant and 1p/19q-codeleted
The results of RToG9802 suggested that, in the great majority of patients with grade ii gliomas, initial treatment with RT + PCV is superior to the sequential treatment (initial RT and chemotherapy at the time of relapse).
5) The benefit from the addition of PCV was largest in patients with oligodendroglioma histology. Thus, together with the correlation of the 1p/19q codeletion to chemotherapeutic response, 14, 21) the evidence-based standard treatment for oligodendroglioma, idH-mutant and 1p/19q-codeleted is considered to be RT + PCV (Table 2) . although lomustine has not been approved in Japan unfortunately, previous case series and a meta-analysis comparing survival gain between nitrosourea drugs suggest that PaV (procarbazine, aCNU = nimustine, vincristine) or PMV (procarbazine, MCNU = ranimustine, vincristine) regimens could be substituted for PCV [22] [23] [24] [25] (Table 2 ). although it is unclear whether TMZ might be equally effective for grade ii codeleted gliomas at the moment, PCV may also be replaced with TMZ with an easier schedule and better tolerance. However, it should be noted that a large retrospective study suggested the superiority of PCV over TMZ for grade iii codeleted gliomas, 26) and recent papers demonstrated the possible induction of hypermutator phenotype by TMZ. 27) Moreover, if TMZ is used instead of PCV, it is unclear whether it should be given in an adjuvant setting or concurrently with RT or in both concurrent and adjuvant settings (Stupp regimen). Because vincristine, a part of PCV regimen, may not penetrate the blood-brain barrier, 28, 29) single agent nitrosourea (aCNU) might also be allowed instead of PaV.
Many neuro-oncologists may prefer chemotherapy alone as an initial treatment for 1p/19q-codeleted gliomas to avoid the risk of late RT-induced neurocognitive decline and to reserve a therapy for the time of relapse. it is unclear whether salvage RT coupled with second-line chemotherapy at the time of relapse following upfront chemotherapy is equally effective as the initial combined therapy. indeed, previous case series showed that second-line PCV or TMZ after failure of the other were associated with a decreased response rate in comparison with first line PCV or TMZ. [30] [31] [32] However, the chemotherapy alone treatment would be reasonably indicated for some cases such as elderly patients and patients with minimal residual disease.
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following maximal safe resection, although treatment would be personalized considering molecular information, MRi characteristics, symptom, clinical course, etc.
Anaplastic oligodendroglioma, IDH-mutant and 1p/19q-codeleted
Most importantly, the results of RToG 9402 and EoRTC 26951 suggested that the administration of chemotherapy in the initial treatment is critical for those tumors, 14, 15) and the evidence-based standard treatment for anaplastic oligodendroglioma, IDHmutant and 1p/19q-codeleted is PCV + RT (or RT + PCV) ( Table 2 ). in Japan, PCV could be replaced by PaV or PMV as for grade ii oligodendrogliomas. [22] [23] [24] [25] PCV could also be replaced with TMZ, however, it is unclear whether TMZ might be equally effective, and how TMZ should be paired with RT, sequentially, concurrently, or as Stupp regimen. an intergroup randomized trial is ongoing for anaplastic or high-risk low-grade gliomas with 1p/19q codeletion comparing RT with concomitant and adjuvant TMZ to RT followed by PCV ("CodEL," NCT00887146). Preliminary data of the original CodEL trial (the design of CodEL trial was later revised) found that patients treated with TMZ alone fared worse than those treated with RT with or without TMZ. 39) Therefore, in principle, chemotherapy alone treatment is not recommended for grade iii oligodendrogliomas.
Anaplastic astrocytoma, IDH-mutant
as mentioned earlier, for anaplastic astrocytoma with IDH mutation or wild-type, a global phase iii trial is underway (CaTNoN trial, NCT00626990) , and the standard treatments for these tumors are undetermined yet. importantly, the first interim analysis recently reported has shown that adjuvant TMZ was significantly associated with improved oS in the multivariate analysis, 18) and, therefore, the optimal treatment for anaplastic astrocytoma with IDH mutation may be RT followed by adjuvant TMZ or Stupp regimen (Table 2) . However, the optimal treatment is likely to be dependent on the status of the IDH genes and MGMT promoter, and the mature results of the trial are awaited. in daily practice, the number of adjuvant TMZ as well as whether TMZ should be administered in adjuvant setting only or in both concurrent and adjuvant settings may be personalized dependent on MGMT status and the degree of toxicity. although the post-hoc analysis of the RToG 9402 trial suggested the efficacy of PCV for these tumors, 16) neuro-oncologists may prefer TMZ considering the equivalent efficacy and greater tolerability.
11,34)
Diffuse astrocytoma, IDH-mutant
The RToG 9802 trial showed that the addition of PCV to RT was associated with trends toward improved PFS and oS in patients with astrocytomas defined by histology. 5) Moreover, in patients with tumoral IDH1 R132H mutation, both PFS and oS were improved by the addition of PCV. However, histology-defined astrocytomas must have included both diffuse astrocytoma with IDH mutation and IDH wild-type, and IDH1-mutant tumors in the latter analysis included both codeleted (= oligodendrogliomas in the new WHo) and noncodeleted tumors (= astrocytoma in the new WHo). on the other hand, EoRTC 22033-26033 showed that RT alone was associated with longer PFS than TMZ monotherapy in patients with idH-mutant and non-codeleted low-grade gliomas.
7) Therefore, RT should be included in the initial treatment for astrocytoma with IDH mutation.
Taken together, the most reasonable treatment on the basis of previous trials for these tumors would probably be RT plus chemotherapy, with either PCV or TMZ (Table 2) . Because previous studies suggest that TMZ is at least equally effective as PCV for astrocytic gliomas, 11, 33, 34) neuro-oncologists may prefer TMZ with greater tolerability. indeed, a phase ii trial with RT with concurrent and adjuvant TMZ yielded a 3-year oS rate of 73.1% for high-risk grade ii patients; 35) these data could be comparable to those of RToG 9802 that was conducted in a mixed population of both high-risk and low-risk patients according to EoRTC prognostic score. 36) although the optimal setting of the combination with RT is not clear, either RT followed by adjuvant TMZ or Stupp regimen might be recommended because of the recent report of the efficacy of adjuvant TMZ for grade iii tumors.
18) The status of the MGMT gene (methylation status or protein expression) as well as prognostic score may reasonably be taken into consideration in the use (adjuvant vs concurrent and adjuvant) and length of TMZ.
Diffuse astrocytoma, IDH-wildtype
diffuse astrocytomas without idH mutations are likely to comprise various entities, and should be carefully evaluated to avoid misdiagnosis of relatively indolent circumscribed tumors such as pilocytic astrocytoma and ganglioglioma. 1, 37) it should be noted that EoRTC 22033-26033 as well as previous comprehensive studies suggest that the majority of diffuse astrocytomas without IDH mutations are aggressive tumors whose biological and molecular characteristics resemble glioblastoma without IDH mutations.
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Anaplastic astrocytoma, IDH-wildtype
Most of these tumors share molecular features with glioblastoma without IDH mutations.
1 indeed, a retrospective study suggested that survival outcomes of patients with these tumors might be worse than of patients with glioblastoma with the IDH1 mutation. 40) Therefore, the same treatment strategy as for patients with glioblastomas, i.e., Stupp regimen, should be considered for most patients with anaplastic astrocytomas without IDH mutation.
System of Brain Tumor Genotyping
one of the challenges of the new WHo classification is the lack of availability of tumor genotyping in some centers. For example, it seems that evaluation of 1p/19q status is not yet available in many university hospitals and medical centers in Japan, and it is an urgent need to construct a system for molecular analyses required for the classification and treatment stratification. a diagnostic system of brain tumors in our hospital is shown in Fig. 1 for example. For cases of possible glioma, histologybased classification as well as immunohistochemical evaluation is performed at the division of diagnostic pathology, while molecular analyses are conducted at the department of neurosurgery in parallel with an extra fee for advanced medical technology approved by the government. Most pediatric brain tumors are currently referred to a national central review system organized by Japan Children's Cancer Group (JCCG) (Fig. 1) .
Conclusion
This review highlights the results of recent pivotal clinical trials for diffuse gliomas of grades ii and iii in adults and provides treatment recommendations based on those evidences. although compared to the enormous progress in molecular characterization, treatment for patients with diffuse glioma may be delayed, but also advancing with clinically relevant findings from clinical trials and newly developed therapies/technologies every year. We must embrace this progress, as we are expected to bring them into daily practice as quickly as possible. 
